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What is this all about?   

◦The following pictures show original out of camera shots. 

Comments on some problems are given. Editing was done 

to improve problems with the original.  The original and 

edited picture results are then shown.   

◦This is briefly presented with view of showing some ideas 

and picture improvements which can be made with rather 

basic Photoshop Elements editing procedures.   



Slight under  exposure. Shadows on face.  Distracting background.  Person 
could be looking into rather than out of pic. Writing can be distracting but 
cannot reverse images with writing or it is backwards. No eye catchlights. 



Face shadows softened. Writing and umbrella removed. Chairs and other 
items removed.  Under exposure corrected and contrast balanced. Catchlights 
added. Image flipped horizontally. Slight sharpening. 



Objects white background distracting.  Colors drab. Sharpness 
moderate. 



Background problem removed. Color enhanced. Sharpness better. 
Most pictures respond well to at least a little sharpening. 



Background distracting. Eye catchlights weak. Body facial lines and wrinkles 
somewhat harsh.  Light contrast between light and shadows too high.   



Picture cropped. Background mostly removed. Body wrinkles/lines 
softened.  Smile enhanced.  Eye catchlights strengthened. Picture brightness 
increased. Contrast reduced.  Some minor sharpening. 



Problems with exposure, contrast, background – especially red line 
running behind head.  



Under exposure and high contrast improved.  Some of red line running 
behind head removed while maintaining line pattern of building siding. 
Background items left in because they adds to Swap Meet location story. 



Emphasis is to be on the car, using low camera angle and wide angle 
lens to help this somewhat.  Problem is distracting background items 
and high contrast lighting. 



Most background distractions removed. Contrast softened, and shadows 
lightened.  Sky slightly enhanced. Some cropping and slight sharpening. 



A tough capture with bars and background basically ruining picture.  



Cropped, changing format to put more emphasis on head and help 
remove background.  Used clone stamp to remove bars.  Increased eye 
catchlight.  Enhanced color saturation and vibrance. Sharpened a bit. 



Incorrect color giving cast to pictures. Background people distractions. 
Rain haze reduced dome clarity.  Power wires running across picture. 



Some cropping.  Background people and wire removed.  Exposure, color and 
contrast improved.  Background dome strengthened. Some sharpening  



Slightly underexposed.  Horizon line to near center.  Pole in front.  Mid day 
lighting and colors flat.  Too much empty sky. 



Cropped to better framing plus moving horizon line. Pole removed. Color saturation 
and vividness increased. Brightness and contrast improved.  Clouds added and sky 
improved to highlight mountain.  Slight sharpening. 



A rather boring near black and white pattern picture, with no real center 
of interest.  Contrast rather weak.  Sharpness okay. 



A strategically selected tile is colored.  Contrast increased.  Grey tiles 
made warmer.  Slight sharpening.  Name added.   



Original interesting but not much WoW.  How about adding some color. 
a Title, and the Photographers identity. 



You can make it black and white or use one of the artistic filters 
available.  Lots of  choices to try and have fun with.  



Editing tools and your creative thoughts can give you a multitude of 
possibilities, including taking a photo and converting it into a graphic art work.  
Example here is original picture of sun shining through window curtains – then 
dramatically adjusted to an abstract graphic.  



And there is so so much more possible.   
Post processing can be fun and does make a big difference. 


